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ku leuven announcing study- and congresscenter 
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abbey roosenberg’s situation
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staging of entrance sequence
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roosenberg abbey’s entrance
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staging of entrance sequence
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abbey roosenberg’s cloister
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peripheral disposition central disposition

dual orientation/articulation of courtyard single exterior orientation

separation of spaces interaction between spaces

peripheral disposition as preferred organization
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abbey’s organization fit for original function
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light/dark contrast in transition between spaces
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light/dark contrast in abbey roosenberg
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clusters resulting from peripheral disposition
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facades deconstructed into clusters
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dynamic disposition
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dynamic disposition
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dynamic disposition
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dynamic disposition
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dynamic disposition
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abbey roosenberg’s situation
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surrounding forest
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extension in relation to abbey roosenberg
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entrance sequence to extension
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extension in relation to abbey roosenberg
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arrangement of volumes
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continuous space articulated by volumes
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interpretation of given program

studycenter

reflection

congresscenter

breeding ground & new education forms

long, introvert process;
outside references at beginning + end of process

short, extrovert process;
continuous outside references, focussed 

on collaboration

lecture exposition alumni conferenceworkstudywork

flexible, open plan layoutclosed workspaces
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peripheral vs central disposition

peripheral disposition central disposition

dual orientation/articulation of courtyard single exterior orientation
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continuous space,
publicly

enclosed space,
privately

enclosed space,
publicly

continuous space,
privately

congress hall
300 m2 (200 p.)

exposition space
200 m2

restaurant
600 m2

storage
3x 100 m2

foyer
200 m2

exposition space
100 m2

kitchen
200 m2

coffee bar
150 m2

informal meeting area
2x 50 m2

congress hall
50 m2 (30 p.)

workspace
150 m2

terrace
150 m2

terrace
50 m2

congress hall
150 m2 (100 p.)

congress hall
50 m2 (30 p.)

reception

exposition space

wardrobe
100 m2

library
125 m2

technical
200 m2

technical space

25 m2

50 m2

storage
75 m2

meeting room
80 m2

meeting room
2x 20 m2

meeting room
2x 60 m2

meeting room
40 m2

toilets
150 m2

storage
25 m2

3830 m2 program categorized;
open > closed

circulation space
... m2

program + corresponding m2

continuous space,
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publicly
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categories of program and specific relations

continuous space

publicly

enclosed space

privately

relations between 
categories of program
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organization of program
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specific relations between parts of program

relations between 
categories of program

first floorground floor

ground floor

lecture hall
+ foyer
+ exposition space

exposition space
+ entrance area

lecture hall
+ foyer exposition space

+ exposition space
+ entrance area

lecture hall
+ foyer

exposition space

exposition space
+ entrance area

coffee bar

foyer

libraryinformal meeting area

informal meeting area

meeting rooms
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disposition enables flexible use of spaces

relations between 
categories of program

first floorground floor

ground floor

lecture hall
+ foyer
+ exposition space

exposition space
+ entrance area

lecture hall
+ foyer exposition space

+ exposition space
+ entrance area

lecture hall
+ foyer

exposition space

exposition space
+ entrance area

coffee bar

foyer

libraryinformal meeting area

informal meeting area
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multiple use enhanced by hierarchy between spaces
proportional system
defining passages

a. 2,00 m.
b. 2,75 m.
c. 3,75 m.
d. 5,00 m.

3:4

3:4

3:4

closed : open
  3 : 4

closed : open
  4 : 3

closed : open
  3 : 4

closed : open
  4 : 3

ba

d

c

3:4

4:53:4

distances shortened with 4:5 ratio
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storage

foyer/
exposition space

210 m2

ground floor
1:200

staircase staircase

10m
N

5m1m0m

B

A A

B

C

C

congress hall
135 m2

reception
10 m2

staircase
25 m2

foyer
congress hall

115 m2

exposition space
120 m2

exposition space
115 m2

workspace
50 m2

toilets
25 m2

toilets
30 m2

staircase
25 m2

restaurant
170 m2

kitchen
restaurant

60 m2

private dining
105 m2

seating coffee bar
100 m2

coffee bar
27 m2

storage
coffee bar

20 m2

wardrobe
60 m2

congress hall
255 m2

storage
restaurant

30 m2

storage
15 m2

technical space
55 m2

meeting room
73 m2

escape
route

escape
route

ground floor 1:200
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B

A A

B

C

C

first floor
1:200 10m

N
5m1m0m

storage
26 m2

library
131 m2

meeting room
73 m2

toilets
27 m2

staircase
19 m2

staircase
19 m2

staircase
24 m2

staircase
24 m2

informal
meeting area

29 m2
terrace

exposition space

meeting room
75 m2

lecture space
95 m2

meeting room
45 m2

technical space
congess hall

33 m2

informal meeting area
22 m2

restaurant
... m2

meeting room
65 m2

meeting room
45 m2

storage
40 m2

toilets
25 m2

escape
route

escape
route

first floor 1:200
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ground floor = 00

ground floor = 00

ground floor = 00

ceiling = 3100 +

first floor = 3520 +

ceiling = 6320 +

section AA
1:200

section BB
1:200

section CC
1:200

ceiling = 3100 +

ceiling = 6320 +

ceiling = 3100 +

ceiling = 6320 +

first floor = 3520 +

first floor = 3520 +

10m5m1m0m

roof = 7600 +

roof = 7600 +

roof = 7600 +

sections 1:200
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continuous space articulated by volumes
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brass elements functioning as guidance
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brass elements functioning as guidance
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brass elements functioning as guidance
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brass elements functioning as guidance
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brass elements functioning as guidance
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brass elements functioning as guidance
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light/dark contrast in transition between spaces
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distinct atmospheres within building
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distinct atmospheres within building
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specific requirements of parts of program

continuous space

publicly

enclosed space

privately

relations between 
categories of program
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specific requirements of parts of program

coffee bar
150 m2

exposition space
100 m2

congress hall
300 m2 (200 p.)

meeting room
80 m2

continuous space

publicly

enclosed space

privately

relations between 
categories of program
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specific requirements of parts of program

continuous space

publicly

enclosed space

privately

relations between 
categories of program

continuous space

publicly

enclosed space

privately

relations between 
categories of program

small enclosed space; peak moments in usage

noise levels suited for intimate character

continuous open space; no peak moments in usage

noise levels suited for public character
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specific requirements of parts of program

continuous space

publicly

enclosed space

privately

relations between 
categories of program

continuous space

publicly

enclosed space

privately

relations between 
categories of program

separate ventilation system per volume

vector heating/cooling; absorbs peaks in temperature

one ventilation system for continuous space

concrete core activation; constant climate

small enclosed space; peak moments in usage

noise levels suited for intimate character

continuous open space; no peak moments in usage

noise levels suited for public character
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climatological system

storage

foyer/
exposition space

210 m2

ground floor
1:200

staircase staircase

10m
N

5m1m0m

B

A A

B

C

C

congress hall
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reception
10 m2

staircase
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foyer
congress hall
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exposition space
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exposition space
115 m2

workspace
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toilets
25 m2

toilets
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staircase
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restaurant
170 m2

kitchen
restaurant

60 m2

private dining
105 m2

seating coffee bar
100 m2

coffee bar
27 m2

storage
coffee bar

20 m2

wardrobe
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congress hall
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storage
restaurant
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storage
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route

escape
route
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structural system
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continuous space

publicly

enclosed space

privately

relations between 
categories of program

continuous space

publicly

enclosed space

privately

relations between 
categories of program

generic vs specific character of spaces

wooden planks on wall, integrated furniture pieces

wooden floor

acoustic panels in between wooden beams

brass elements

smooth exposed concrete walls

terrazzo floor

acoustic stucco ceiling

brass elements
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continuous space
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INSIDE

OUTSIDE

fragment
1:50

plan

horizontal fragment continuous space 1:50
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ground floor = 1000 -

ceiling = 7120 +

roof = 7600 +

ceiling = 6180 +

roof = 6975 +

ground floor = 00 ground floor = 00

ceiling = 6970 +

edge roof = 7600 +

ceiling = 3300 +

first floor = 3520 +

top desk = 4565 +

bottom showcase = 1200 +

beams = 3000 +

beams = 6670 +

stage lecture hall = 20 +

top door = 2120 +

top showcase = 2550 +

top window = 6200 +

edge roof = 7250 +

fragment
1:50

section

vertical fragment continuous space 1:50
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brass threshold defining transition between spaces
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brass threshold defining transition between spaces
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interior of volume; library
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horizontal fragment volume 1:50

fragment
1:50

plan
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ground floor = 00

ceiling = 6970 +

edge roof = 7600 +

ceiling = 3300 +

first floor = 3520 +

top desk = 4565 +

bottom showcase = 1200 +

beams = 3000 +

beams = 6670 +

top showcase = 2550 +

top window = 6200 +

edge roof = 7250 +

fragment
1:50

vertical fragment volume 1:50
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details
1:10

plan

horizontal detail volume 1:10
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details
1:10

section

vertical detail volume 1:10
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details
1:10

section

vertical detail facade 1:10
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west elevation 1:200
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mock-up facade 1:33
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mock-up facade 1:33
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generic vs specific character of spaces

wooden planks on wall, integrated furniture pieces

wooden floor

acoustic panels in between wooden beams

brass elements

smooth exposed concrete walls

terrazzo floor

acoustic stucco ceiling

brass elements

rough exposed concrete walls

brass elements leaving stains
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